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          Product: Pdftron android sdk

Product Version:9.2.3

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

i am adding multiselect List from web and setting it as required field.but when i open the same document from Android app im not able to get if that field is required or not…

Field.e_choice → {

//when multi-select is true

if(current.getFlag(Field.e_multiselect)){

                                         if(current.getFlag(Field.e_required)){
                                              //i am not getting if field is required 
                                            }
                                        }


Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Flatten PDF form content in Android  - About form flattening
	Android PDF Library
	Quick start - view a document in Android - Prerequisites
	Does the PDFTron SDK support XFA/LifeCycle PDF forms?

APIs:	Field - getClass
	Com.pdftron.pdf.model.list
	Document

Forums:	Can we extract only modified XFDF from any PDFTron callback?
	How to get co-ordinates related to pdfdoc when i tap on the document?
	How to make Undo/Redo annotation is default as Disable state?
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          Hi,

Could you send us some sample code showing us how you are setting the flag for the field required?

Just to clarify, in your sample code current is a Field and not an Annot ?

The following sample code demonstrates how to check fore required fields in Android

Widget annotWidget = new Widget(annot);
Field annotWidgetField = annotWidget.getField();
if (annotWidgetField.getFlag(Field.e_multiselect)) {
     if (annotWidgetField.getFlag(Field.e_required)) {
            //field is required
       }
   }
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